
ABONEX, s.r.o. is a forwarding company that ships goods for long-standing as well as potential clients, based on their diverse 

requirements. The rapidly growing number of satisfi ed customers is evidence of the expanding and permanently improving 

services we provide our business partners. We smoothly operate in the freight transport market and each year the number of 

shipments we make for satisfi ed customers rises. Yet the real product is the quality and fl exibility of our services, and also the 

attention we give to our customers. Our priorities are a fair and honest approach, communication and customer awareness by 

our dispatchers to the maximum possible extent.

Customer Service in Road Transport

ABONEX® STANDARD Full-load forwarding of goods throughout Europe, specialising up to 24 tonnes and 95 cubic metres 

   in France and neighbouring countries

ABONEX® ECONOMY  Goods at a range of weights forwarded as additional – less than full loads from 0.1 - 15 tonnes with

   extended delivery times

ABONEX® EXPRESS  Quick shipments up to 3 tonnes and 40 cubic metres in vehicles running even on weekends 

   and public holidays Full-load forwarding of goods throughout Europe with two drivers

ABONEX® SPECIAL  LARGE VOLUME GOODS – forwarded in special vehicles between 100 and 120 cubic metres in volume

   CHEMICALS – forwarding of hazardous goods requiring ADR equipment

   SUITS AND GARMENTS – forwarded in special vehicles with box bodies and hangers

   SHEET COILS – forwarded in special transport trailers

   TEMPERATURE – forwarded in special isothermal and refrigerated trailers

Other Customer Services •  Integrated and cleared forwarding of goods 

 • Just in time

 • Combined transport 

 • Oversize loads

We Help The Successful Ones

We Help The Successful Ones

        To Belong Among The Best

        To Belong Among The Best

Dispatcing:

Tel: +421-53-41 77 720

Fax: +421-53-41 77 710
E-mail: dispo@abonex.sk

www.abonex.sk



ABONEX, s.r.o. has been a member of the international Five Stars Freight System group since 2007, representing 270 companies 

in 200 countries around the world. Through this network, we provide “door to door” forwarding over air, sea and land practically 

worldwide.

We cooperate directly with partners located in the sender’s or recipient’s country who know conditions in each country and are 

able to guarantee everything needed for smooth and trouble-free transport.

AIR FORWARDING
Air forwarding services are recommended whenever you need to forward goods quickly anywhere in the 

world. Transportation prices refl ect customer-determined criteria such as destination and delivery date, size 

and weight of the shipment and other delivery conditions. All of the above factors can considerably aff ect the 

fi nal forwarding price. For our customers we can optimise air transport costs through convenient air connecti-

ons, using scheduled and charter airline links in our STANDARD, EXPRESS and PRIORITY services. In addition to 

providing air transport, we can have goods stored through our network of partners for the necessary time and 

forwarded by lorry from the airport at arrival and also to the airport for departure.

 

MARITIME FORWARDING
The advantage of forwarding by sea is that it can be done at the lowest price compared to other transporta-

tion modes. This type of transport is available for both overseas export and import. We can design the most 

appropriate procedure for any type of shipment based on customer requirements, while providing full and 

comprehensive service. Both full-container (FCL) and less than container (LCL) loads can be taken. ABONEX 

works with major shipping companies and their agents. In addition to providing maritime forwarding, we can 

have goods stored through our network of partners for the necessary time and transported by lorry either to 

or from port directly to the consignee.

 

ROAD FORWARDING
Road transport is the most widespread and aff ordable way of delivering goods to the desired destination. Our 

job is to choose an effi  cient way of forwarding, taking into consideration the nature, volume and weight of the 

shipment, either in a full-load or less than full load consignment. Flexibility, speed and quality characterise the 

road forwarding services we provide our customers. Road transport also allows us to tranship to other means 

of transport and to export or import goods right to the customer‘s door.

COMBINED FORWARDING
Aff ordable forwarding of heavy and bulk goods environmentally combines road, sea, air and rail transport with 

the aim of shipping your goods as effi  ciently as possible.
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Dispatching: 

Tel: +421-53-4177 720
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Sekretariat:
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